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Abstract

Background: Cognitive overload can inhibit learning, and cognitive load theory-based instructional design
principles can be used to optimize learning situations. This study aims to investigate the effect of implementing
cognitive load theory-based design principles in virtual reality simulation training of mastoidectomy.

Methods: Eighteen novice medical students received 1 h of self-directed virtual reality simulation training of the
mastoidectomy procedure randomized for standard instructions (control) or cognitive load theory-based
instructions with a worked example followed by a problem completion exercise (intervention). Participants then
completed two post-training virtual procedures for assessment and comparison. Cognitive load during the
post-training procedures was estimated by reaction time testing on an integrated secondary task. Final-product
analysis by two blinded expert raters was used to assess the virtual mastoidectomy performances.

Results: Participants in the intervention group had a significantly increased cognitive load during the post-training
procedures compared with the control group (52 vs. 41 %, p = 0.02). This was also reflected in the final-product
performance: the intervention group had a significantly lower final-product score than the control group (13.0 vs.
15.4, p < 0.005).

Conclusions: Initial instruction using worked examples followed by a problem completion exercise did not reduce
the cognitive load or improve the performance of the following procedures in novices. Increased cognitive load
when part tasks needed to be integrated in the post-training procedures could be a possible explanation for this.
Other instructional designs and methods are needed to lower the cognitive load and improve the performance in
virtual reality surgical simulation training of novices.
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Background
Surgical procedures can be difficult to master for the
novice regardless of training being based on virtual real-
ity (VR) simulation, cadaveric dissection, or as super-
vised surgery in the operating room. Surgical procedural
training often constitutes a complex learning task, re-
quiring compound competencies within several domains,
such as anatomical knowledge and technical skills. This
can affect learning because of the limitations of cognitive
processing. Cognitive load (CL) theory provides a useful
framework for cognitive learning on the basis of the lim-
itations in working memory [1], and CL theory is in-
creasingly being considered in medical simulation [2].
According to the CL theory, three different compo-

nents of information processing and learning contribute
to the total CL experienced by the learner [3]: the intrin-
sic load of the learning task (inherent to the task itself ),
extraneous load of the learning situation (the way the
task is presented), and the germane load of the learning
process (the learning actually occurring). If these com-
ponents combined exceed the cognitive capacities of the
learner, the result could be a cognitive overload that in-
hibits the actual learning. Novices are especially at the
risk of cognitive overload, and reducing the total cogni-
tive load could therefore lead to a better performance
and more efficient learning [1]. The components of cog-
nitive load can be modified by several different strategies
and design principles to provide better learning [3].
In VR surgical simulation, an example of a complex

procedure that could benefit from optimizing the cogni-
tive load is the mastoidectomy procedure in temporal
bone surgery, which we have demonstrated induces a
high cognitive load in novices [4]. The procedure re-
quires navigation and handling of the virtual specimen,
haptic drilling, and avoiding collisions with vital anatom-
ical structures such as the dura, the facial nerve, the os-
sicles, and the inner ear including the semicircular
canals. In addition, the learning condition involves dif-
ferent sources of information that need to be integrated
(for example, visual information from the specimen and
written instructions in which the appropriate information
need to be sought out). This and other factors in the
learning situation such as providing adequate problem
solving methods and suitable guidance could place a sub-
stantial extraneous cognitive demand on the learner [3].
Extraneous load can be reduced by applying better ap-

proaches to the learning instructions and information or
the learning tasks and goals [3]. We therefore hypothe-
sized that the cognitive load of novices in VR simulation
training of mastoidectomy could be reduced by imple-
menting CL design principles to the simulation environ-
ment. In this study, we hypothesized that especially the
extraneous load of the procedure could be lowered in
the simulation environment and therefore applied two of
the proposed task-related principles in the initial instruc-
tions of the procedure in order to reduce the extraneous
load. There is currently limited knowledge on the rela-
tive effect sizes of the different CL-lowering strategies
and we chose (1) the worked example principle, where a
conventional task is replaced with the solution to be
studied, and (2) the completion principle, where a con-
ventional task is replaced with a partial solution the
learner must finish [3]. We chose these strategies be-
cause these were feasible to implement in the studied
VR simulator without extensive modifications to the
simulation software, relevant in relation to reducing the
extraneous load in the compound procedure studied,
and based on theory could have a considerable effect on
the extraneous load.
CL can be estimated by a range of different methods

including subjective methods such as self-reported
invested mental effort, stress level or perceived difficulty,
and objective measures, including physiological or brain
activity measurements and dual-task performance [5]. A
reaction time test in the dual-task paradigm has been
found to be a sensitive measurement of CL in surgical
skills training of novices [6, 7], and we have previously
applied this method to investigate cognitive load in VR
simulation of mastoidectomy [4, 8]. Although this method
is not able to discriminate between changes in the differ-
ent components of CL, the method allows for repeated
measurement and can be used to detect even minor
changes in total cognitive load [8]. There are several gen-
eral limitations in measuring cognitive load, and no par-
ticular measurement method is currently considered
superior in estimating the cognitive load [9, 10].
In this study, we wanted to investigate the effect on

CL of implementing worked examples and completion
exercises in initial VR mastoidectomy training of novices
using a secondary reaction time test for estimating CL.
Secondly, we wanted to explore if the possible reduction
of CL would be reflected in the following mastoidectomy
performance.

Methods
VR simulation platform
The Visible Ear Simulator is a VR temporal bone simula-
tor based on cryo-sections of a human temporal bone
[11, 12]. The simulation software is academic freeware
available for download [13] and runs on a personal com-
puter with a GeForce GTX® graphics card (Nvidia, USA).
The Geomagic Touch® (3D Systems, USA) haptic device
can be used for navigation and for drilling the virtual
temporal bone with force feedback. A specially devel-
oped research version (version 1.3) of the simulator in-
corporated an integrated reaction time test in which
participants were instructed to respond to a visual cue
(color changing box) next to the on-screen instructions
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by pressing the keyboard corresponding to the letter dis-
played in the box (Fig. 1) [8]. Non-essential visual ele-
ments in the graphical user interface of the simulator
were curtained using the freeware java application CThru-
View [14] (Fig. 1).

Study-design, intervention, and randomization
The study was a randomized controlled trial of an edu-
cational intervention with a parallel design, a 1:1 alloca-
tion ratio, and blinding of the expert raters. Participants
were randomized to the training intervention with sealed
envelopes after having signed informed consent for par-
ticipation and completing a background questionnaire.
A flowchart is provided in Fig. 2.
All participants first received the same class lecture on

the mastoidectomy procedure. This was followed by an
individual 5-min hands-on simulator exercise unrelated
to the procedure to familiarize participants with the hap-
tic device and simulator navigation.
Participants in the control group received 1 h of self-

directed training using the standard built-in simulator
instructions with a step-by-step guide based on a top-
down whole-task approach to the mastoidectomy pro-
cedure. In this traditional approach, the trainee works
from the surface of the temporal bone towards the deep
Fig. 1 Screenshot from the Visible Ear Simulator with drilling of the virtual
CThruView. The purple box above the (standard) instructions to the left illus
structures with no specific considerations to which parts
of the procedure are of greatest difficulty.
The intervention group also received a 1-h self-directed

training program. The training consisted of exploring
worked examples with explanations emphasizing import-
ant aspects of the procedure. The worked examples were
immediately followed by a corresponding problem com-
pletion exercise where participants had to drill a part task
that combined the new key elements with previously prac-
ticed elements (segmentation with backward chaining
part-task approach). The interventional program is de-
tailed in the electronic supplemental material (Appendix).
For both groups, all the instructions were presented on-
screen within the simulator.
After the initial training, the participants performed two

identical self-directed post-training procedures guided
only by the standard on-screen instructional guide with
30 min allowed for each procedure.

Sample size
Sample size calculation was based on cognitive load esti-
mated by relative reaction time being the primary end-
point with data from a previous study on cognitive load
during simulation training of the mastoidectomy proced-
ure [8]: seven participants in each study arm would be
temporal bone. Unnecessary simulator controls are curtained through
trates the reaction time test



Fig. 2 Flowchart and study design
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sufficient to significantly detect a 10 % change in the
relative reaction time between groups.

Participants
Eighteen medical students from the Faculty of Health and
Medical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Denmark,
volunteered for participation in this study, which was or-
ganized as an extracurricular activity. Participants from
any semester were invited, and the only exclusion criterion
was previous training in VR mastoidectomy. The study
was conducted in October 2014 at the Simulation Centre
at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark [15]. All the stu-
dents were novices concerning the mastoidectomy pro-
cedure because it is not a part of the curriculum.

Outcomes and statistics
The simulator measured the reaction time (in ms) sev-
eral times at baseline (immediately before and after each
of the two post-training procedures) in addition to three
60-s test rounds during the post-training procedures
(resulting in >800 reaction time measurements in total).
Data were analysed as previously [4, 8] with two times
the SD used as a cutoff to define reaction time in the
cases where participants missed the reaction time test or
were too slow to react before the next reaction time test
was presented. The reaction times were calculated rela-
tive to the individual baseline measurements (unitless)
Table 1 Participant background and characteristics

Participant characteristic Control group, mean

Age (years) 22.9

Sex

Male (%) 33 %

Female (%) 67 %

Semester 6.1

Average time on a computer/week (hours) 14.3

Self-rated computer skills (1–7, Likert like scale) 4.7

Current gaming frequency (1–5, Likert like scale) 2.3

p values calculated with analysis of variance (ANOVA)
*Significant at the <0.05 level
for each session to estimate individual changes in reac-
tion time to enable comparisons between participants.
Final products of the two post-training sessions were

auto-saved at 30 min and later assessed using a modified
Welling scale for final-product analysis [16] by two
blinded experts. Scores were calculated as the average
score assigned by the two raters. The scale consists of 26
dichotomously rated items (1 point for adequate and 0
points for inadequate) totalling a maximum score of 26,
which is the expected level of expert otosurgeons.
Data were analysed using linear mixed models for re-

peated measurements in IBM SPSS Statistics version 22
for MacOS X (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) with group,
session, and for relative reaction time also tests round
number, and interactions as main effects, and age and se-
mester as covariates. The linear mixed models were itera-
tively improved to include only significant factors. p
values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
All 18 participants completed the initial training and the
two post-training sessions in the VR simulator and were
included in the analysis. Baseline participant characteris-
tics are provided in Table 1 (one questionnaire was in-
complete). Participants in the intervention group were
significantly older than the participants in the control group
(25.9 vs. 22.9 years, p= 0.02). This was also reflected in the
95 % CI Intervention group, mean 95 % CI p

21.3–24.4 25.9 23.5–28.2 0.02*

25 % 0.73

75 %

4.2–8.0 8.8 6.0–11.5 0.08

8.9–19.7 13.2 6.3–20.2 0.78

4.0–5.3 4.3 3.2–5.3 0.49

1.1–3.6 1.7 0.8–2.5 0.33



Table 3 Final-product performance of virtual mastoidectomy
(26-item modified Welling scale, maximum score 26)

Control
group

95 % CI Intervention
group

95 % CI p

Post-training
session 1

15.5 13.6–17.4 12.2 10.2–14.1

0.45
Post-training
session 2

15.4 13.9–16.9 13.8 12.1–15.6

Post-training
mean

15.4 14.4–16.5 13.0 11.8–14.4 <0.005*

Estimated marginal means and p values calculated using linear mixed models
*Significant at the <0.05 level
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current semester of study (8.8 vs. 6.1) although this was not
statistically significant (p < 0.10). The distribution of sexes
was found to be equal in the two groups. No significant dif-
ferences in the computer or gaming-related questions were
found. Age and semester as covariates were not found to sig-
nificantly contribute to the linear mixed models of either out-
come and were excluded from the final model.
For the relative reaction time, the main effects of group

(p = 0.02) and post-training session number (p < 0.01) con-
tributed significantly to the model. The mean reaction
time was found to be increased during the post-training
procedures in both groups: the mean reaction time in-
creased by 41 % in the control group and 52 % in the
intervention group relative to individual baselines. Con-
trary to our hypothesis, the intervention group was
thereby found to have an increased relative reaction time
compared with the control group (Table 2).
For the final-product mastoidectomy performance, only

the main effect of instructional group contributed signifi-
cantly to the model (p < 0.005). The control group with
standard instructions was found to outperform the inter-
vention group by 2.4 points corresponding to a 19 % bet-
ter performance (Table 3). For the first post-training
session, the difference in performance between the two
groups was even more pronounced (3.3 points). For the
second post-training session, the performance of the inter-
vention group increased and the difference in perform-
ance between the two groups became less distinct.

Discussion
In this randomized controlled trial of the effect of imple-
menting two CL-theory-based instructional design prin-
ciples in the initial VR training of novices in the
mastoidectomy procedure, we found that worked exam-
ples followed by a problem completion exercise did not
reduce the reaction time in the secondary task nor the
performance in the primary task in the post-training
procedures. In contrast, the intervention increased the
reaction time and reduced the subsequent performance
of the procedure. In the following, we will discuss the
change in reaction time as a change in CL as established
in the literature [5, 6].
Table 2 Relative reaction time (mean reaction time during
simulation/mean reaction time during baseline)

Control
group

95 % CI Intervention
group

95 % CI p

Post-training
session 1

1.47 1.39–1.55 1.58 1.50–1.65

p = 0.01*
Post-training
session 2

1.36 1.28–1.43 1.46 1.38–1.54

Post-training
mean

1.41 1.35–1.48 1.52 1.45–1.58 p = 0.02*

Estimated marginal means and p values calculated using linear mixed models
*Significant at the <0.05 level
Few studies have investigated CL during surgical skills
training. Adding mental arithmetic problems, and thereby
additional CL, to surgical tasks in a VR laparoscopic simu-
lator was found to increase primary task time to comple-
tion [17]. CL measured by mental effort questionnaires
has been found to be correlated with time and number of
movements in a salpingectomy/salpingotomy VR simulator
[18]. This is the first study on the effect of implementing
CL-theory-based design principles in initial instructions in
a VR surgical simulator with post-training outcome mea-
surements directly on the CL as well as on the primary
task performance. A strength of our study is the random-
ized, controlled study design. The difference in age and se-
mester between the two groups, resulting from the
randomization, could not be shown to impact the CL or
the final-product performance of the procedure most
likely because the participants were all medical students
with no exposure to temporal bone surgery, which is not a
part of the curriculum. We have no reason to suspect dif-
ferences in the participants’ cognitive capacity because of
the similar background and the randomization, in addition
to such measurement being difficult to meaningfully con-
duct. We found that the study size was sufficient to sig-
nificantly demonstrate an effect of the intervention even
though the effect was the opposite of what we hypothe-
sized and the sample size therefore sufficient.
A limitation to our study is that we did not evaluate

the CL and performance during the initial training ses-
sion and therefore have no knowledge on whether the
suggested principles reduced CL during the instruction.
Nevertheless, an effect of reducing the CL during initial
training should be durable in following training to be
meaningful. In addition, any effect of repeated practice
using the two different instructional approaches and the
effect on the long-term retention of the procedure re-
mains uninvestigated and should be addressed in future
studies.
The differences in performance and relative reaction

time between the intervention and control groups were
most marked for the first post-training session, and by
the second session, differences in reaction time and mas-
toidectomy performance between the intervention and
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control groups started to even out. The effect of repeti-
tion on final product and time to completion of the pro-
cedure is substantial especially in the initial part of the
learning curve [19–21] and is likely to contribute to the
performance increase from the first to the second pro-
cedure. Any positive longer term effect on learning of
the intervention with the investigated CL-lowering de-
sign principles would have to exceed the effect of repeti-
tion alone, which both could be difficult to achieve and
would require a dedicated study.
In our study, we found the CL to be increased for both

the interventional group and control group, and we have
previously found that CL is very high in traditional ca-
daveric dissection training of mastoidectomy as well [4].
This indicates that the mastoidectomy procedure places
heavy cognitive demands on the surgical novice. Conse-
quently, there is every reason to consider the CL in the
learning situation. Cognitive overload detrimental to
learning and skills acquisition can easily ensue in com-
plex learning situations especially in the context of nov-
ice training. Some components of CL can be difficult to
adjust: germane load is essential for learning and con-
sists of the construction of cognitive schemas and
should be optimized or increased rather than reduced
and intrinsic load is dependent on the task and the level
of element interactivity: by design, simulation often re-
duces element interactivity compared with more high-
fidelity training modalities and this could be beneficial
for low-expertise learners in the initial training [22].
However, extraneous load is non-essential for learning
and often results from a poorly designed instruction
which is the obvious area to improve first to manage CL
in the learning situation.
In this study, we implemented the worked example

and completion CL-theory-based design principles [3]
into the simulation software. However, this also resulted
in a part-task segmentation of the procedure during ini-
tial training. Part-task training of surgical technical skills
has been much debated: a recent review of training de-
sign in relation to procedural skills in laparoscopic sur-
gery concludes that empirical evidence of the efficacy of
part-task training is scarce [23]. Conflicting results are
found for simulation-based training of other procedures
too: part-task training is reported to benefit skills acqui-
sition and retention in central venous catheter education
[24] whereas part-task training is not superior to a
whole-task approach in flexible fibreoptic intubation
training [25].
One reason for the inconsistent effect of part-task

training of surgical technical skills could relate to the
overall complexity of the procedures. Part-task ap-
proaches “work well if there are few interactions be-
tween the elements, but they do not work well if the
elements are interrelated because the whole is then more
than the sum of its parts” [26]. This could be a major ex-
planation for the increased CL of the intervention group
in our study. Even though our instructional intervention
in the initial training utilized the part-task method of seg-
mentation with backward chaining (prior task as succes-
sively added) [26] and not fractionation (deconstruction
into individual elements trained separately), the integra-
tion of inter-related part tasks could contribute to rather
than deal with complexity, adding to the germane load.
Worked examples are suggested to work by focusing

the learner’s attention on only the necessary and relevant
steps for the solution and completion tasks by present-
ing a partial solution to be completed, not needing to
take all other potential steps into consideration [22].
Both principles could potentially reduce the extraneous
load and reduce the total CL of the learning situation.
Nevertheless, we find evidence of a negative effect on
the following compound procedure, possibly because of
increased cognitive resources being used on combining
and integrating the inter-related part tasks. A balance
should be found “between the advantages of whole-task
practice and the disadvantages of cognitive overload
caused by whole tasks that are too complex for learners”
[26]. In terms of CL theory, part-task segmentation
could increase the cognitive load used for the mental
formation of schemas and connections and thereby in-
crease the germane load to a point resulting in cognitive
over load. This is especially a concern for novices with
limited prior knowledge to anchor the part-task learning
experiences to. In our study, we cannot separate the dif-
ferent components of cognitive load and establish that
the intervention increased the germane load. However, it
should in general be considered that there is some con-
troversy on the issue of separating the different compo-
nents of CL [7], and more validity evidence is needed for
the different measures of CL including both secondary
task performance and self-reported measures [9].
Most advanced VR surgical simulators are commercial

and therefore difficult to modify to the necessary extent.
However, in our study, we used a non-commercial simula-
tor developed by the authors (PTM and MSS), making
changes to the instructions and instructional design in re-
lation to the studied CL lowering principles feasible. Other
of the proposed design principles could be feasible in rela-
tion to other VR simulators, and the different CL lowering
strategies should be considered in the specific context.
Close collaboration between clinician experts, simulator
developers, and medical educationalists could guide future
VR simulator design because evidence-based training
strategies are necessary to create training programs that
allow novice trainees to learn complex but essential surgi-
cal procedures as efficiently as possible.
Simulation developers need to carefully reflect on the

consequences of the instructional design choices, and
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our results indicate that VR simulation-based training of
very complex psychomotor skills and procedures such as
mastoidectomy should consider other CL-theory-based
principles than the worked example and completion
principles. These could for example be the integration of
instructions and information directly into the visual op-
erating field and by scaffolding instructions and feedback
accommodating the novices’ needs. This should be ex-
plored in the future and could provide a better strategy
for the novice learner than the CL-lowering strategies
implemented in this study.
Conclusions
In VR surgical simulation training of mastoidectomy, the
standard instructions with a top-down approach to ini-
tial training of the procedure was found to provide less
CL and a better performance compared with CL-theory-
based training with instructions using worked examples
followed by a problem completion task. Increased com-
plexity of integrating the skills and knowledge gained
with the part-task approach could be a possible explan-
ation for the increased CL during the compound post-
training procedures. In novice surgical technical skills
training, it is likely that the overall complexity of the
procedure such as mastoidectomy requires whole-task
rather than part-task training and other CL-reducing ap-
proaches and strategies should be investigated to optimize
the learning situation and reduce the cognitive load.
Appendix
The interventional training program consisting of worked
examples (WE) followed by problem completion (PC) ex-
ercises (part-task segmentation with backward chaining):

1. Chorda and facial nerve exposed and the triangle
removed (WE).

2. Remove the triangular bony plate and avoid collisions
with the facial nerve and chorda tympani (PC).

3. Identify stapes and the round window niche (WE).
4. Expose the chorda and facial nerve and remove the

triangular bony plate (PC).
5. The thinned posterior ear canal wall and relations

to the nerves (WE).
6. Thin the posterior ear canal wall, remove the

remaining cells, and follow the nerves (PC).
7. The tip of the mastoid and the digastric ridge as a

landmark (WE).
8. Exenterate the tip of the mastoid and identify the

digastric ridge and the relation with the facial
nerve (PC).

9. The middle ear: demonstration of incus, malleus, and
the lateral semicircular canal as landmarks (WE).

10. Blueline the lateral semicircular canal (PC).
11. Exposure of the attic and identification of the
incus and malleus (PC).

12. The antrum mastoideum (WE).
13. Drill to identify antrum mastoideum (PC).
14. The sigmoid sinus and relations (WE).
15. Remove the cells over sinus sigmoideus (PC).
16. Tegmen mastoideum and the dura (WE).
17. Remove the cells of tegmen mastoideum (PC).
18. Demonstration of the problem with overhang (WE).
19. Remove the overhang (PC).
20. The sino-dural angle (WE).
21. Remove the cells in the sinodural angle and leave

it sharp (PC).
22. The superficial borders of the mastoidectomy (WE).
23. Mark the superficial borders of the mastoidectomy

(PC).
24. The saucerized cavity between the superficial

borders (WE).
25. Saucerize the cavity and complete further steps as

time permits (PC).
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CL, cognitive load; VR, virtual reality
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